Service Engineer – Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS)
Greater Boston
Are you a Scientist or Engineer with experience servicing and repairing Mass Spec instrumentation?
Are you looking for a dynamic opportunity?
VRS is currently recruiting a Service Engineer in the Greater Boston area. The primary focus of this
position will be the repair, maintenance, and installation of a variety of Mass Spec Instruments at
customer sites in the Greater Boston area.

Primary Responsibilities:
 Repair, maintain, and install LC-MS/MS instrumentation
 Provide excellent customer support by providing customers with training and technical support
for installed instruments/software
 Document and report all repairs, product failures, design change recommendations, and other
field service paperwork in a timely fashion
 Manage repair parts inventory
 Train and support staff and less experienced personnel
 Maintain knowledge of current technology and applications
Candidate Qualifications:
 2+ years working with and repairing HPLC & MS instrumentation (Sciex experience a PLUS!)
 Associate’s degree in Electrical Engineering, Technology, Chemistry or related field (BS degree
or higher preferred)
 Thorough and logical troubleshooting style
 Strong interpersonal skills; ability to keep cool under pressure
 Driven to provide exceptional service

APPLY NOW!
If this role is of interest to you, and your background is suitable, please email your resume in WORD
format to apply@VRS-US.com
For further details or related opportunities contact VRS Recruitment:
info@VRS-US.com
www.VRS-US.com

Due to the volume of responses, only qualified candidates will be contacted.
Feel free to forward this message to other qualified colleagues looking for similar opportunities.

Thank you, & Be Well!
-Evan Bernier, Ph.D. (U.S. Business Development Manager)

VRS (Vantage Resourcing Solutions, LLC) combines Recruitment and Analytical Chemistry expertise to
provide an efficient and focused service to client and candidate alike. Our high level of quality service
and technical expertise has secured our reputation as a premier supplier of Mass Spectrometry and
Analytical Chemistry Recruitment Solutions.
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